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The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address «

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) FROM
THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a reply w/ithin the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will be considered timely.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any

earned patent temn adjustment. See 37 CFR 1 .704(b).

Status

1 )S Responsive to communication(s) filed on 04 February 2004 .

2a)^ This action is FINAL. 2b)n This action is non-final.

3)0 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 CD. 1 1 , 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)^ Claim(s) 1-44 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) 41-44 is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)^ Claim(s) 26,27,29 and 30 is/are allowed.

6)^ Claim{s) 1-25 and 28 is/are rejected.

7)0 Claim(s) is/are objected to.

8)n Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)0 The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)S The drawing(s) filed on 08 May 2001 is/are: a)^ accepted or b)n objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1 .85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

1 1) The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-1 52.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 1 19(a)-(d) or (f).

a)n All b)n Some * c)^ None of:

1. Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.n Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. .

3.n Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1 )S Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) Interview Summary (PTO-41 3)

2) Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No{s)/Mail Date. .

3) Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1 449 or PTO/SB/08) 5) Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-1 52)

Paper No(s)/Mail Date . 6)Q Other: .

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 1-04) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20040421
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DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

1. Newly submitted claims 41-44 are directed to an invention that is independent or distinct

from the invention originally claimed for the following reasons: the display and input recited in

these claims introduces a new invention that has not previously been searched.

Since applicant has received an action on the merits for the originally presented

invention, this invention has been constructively elected by original presentation for prosecution

on the merits. Accordingly, claims 41-44 withdrawn from consideration as being directed to a

non-elected invention. See 37 CFR 1.142(b) and MPEP § 821.03.

. Claim Rejections - 35 USC §103

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

3. Claims 1-2, 10, 31-32 and 40 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta.

With respect to claims 1, 10, 31 and 40, Silverbrook et al. discloses a method of printing

with a large format printer except for the side to be printed on facing the take-up core.

Silverbrook et al. discloses the method including the steps of feeding a roll paper from a supply

spool 40 to a take-up spool 42 while driving the spools with a motor and gearbox assemblies 44

(Silverbrook et al., coL 7, lines 32-39). As best shown in Figures 12 and 26, Silverbrook et al
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discloses that the supply spool 40 rotates in a counter-clockwise direction (Figure 12) and that

the take-up spool rotates in a clockwise direction (Figure 26). The leading edge of the paper

must be advanced through the printer and inserted into the take-up spool in order for the printer

to function. Furthermore, although Silverbrook et al. does not explicitly disclose that a curl in

the paper is removed by the printing process, it is inherent that a certain amount of curl will be

removed when the paper is unwound in one direction and rewoxmd in the opposite direction.

Hatta discloses a printer in which a print head 1 is used to print on both sides of a printing

medium 4 (see last sentence of machine translation). Figures 1 and 3 of Hatta show how a take-

up spool can be arranged so that both sides are printed, thus both sides ofmedium 4 are to be

printed upon and one of the sides to be printed on will always face the take-up core. It would

have been obvious to combine the teaching of Hatta with the method disclosed by Silverbrook et

al for the advantage of printing on both sides of the printing medium, therefore reducing the

amount of printing medium needed.

With respect to claims 2 and 32, Figures 25A and 25B of Silverbrook et al. show a

cutting device used for cutting the print medium.

With further respect to claim 10, Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta discloses the method

ofprinting as mentioned in the above prior art rejection of claim 1, and Silverbrook et al. further

discloses the step of printing with printhead unit 3 (which implies a printing signal is sent to the

printhead).

4. Claims 3, 16 and 33 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta, as appUed to claims 1-2 and 10 above, and further in view of

Yonekubo.
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With respect to claims 3, 16 and 33, Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta discloses a

method of printing as mentioned above except that it is not known if the activation of the take-up

reel is located on a front panel of the printer. However, positioning of a power button on a panel

of a printer is extremely well known as is shown by Figure 1 Yonekubo which shows a panel 4

with a power switch 5. It would have been obvious to combine the teaching ofYonekubo with

the method of printing disclosed by Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta for the advantage of a

conveniently placed control for turning power to the printer on and off

5. Claims 4-5, 17 and 34-35 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta, as applied to claims 1-2 and 10 above, and further in view of

Clark.

With respect to claims 4, 17 and 34, Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta discloses the

method of printing as described above except for the ability to turn off a nesting feature.

However, Clark discloses printing in a mode in which an array of images is printed across the

width of a printing medium (a nesting feature as defined by applicant). Clark also discloses a

mode in which only one image is printed across the width of the printing medium. Thus, when

this second mode of printing is operating, the nesting feature is essentially deactivated. It would

have been obvious to combine the teaching of Clark with the method ofprinting disclosed by

Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta for the advantage ofmaximizing the space on the printing

medium and reducing paper waste. With further respect to claim 17, while it is not known if

Clark discloses deactivating a nesting feature prior to loading the print medium, it is well-

known in general to load print medium to a printer as it is needed. There does not appear to be
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any criticality to the order of the steps of loading a print medium and selecting or deselecting a

printing mode.

With respect to claims 5 and 35, as mentioned above, Silverbrook et al. discloses a

control panel 57, and there appears to be no unobvious in providing the controls of a printer in

the control panel

6. Claims 6-7, 18 and 36-37 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta, as applied to claims 1-2 and 10 above, and further in view of

Kaneko et al.

With respect to claims 6, 18 and 36, Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta discloses the

method of printing as described above except for the extended margins feature. However,

Kaneko et al. discloses a margin adjusting mode which allows the enlargement of a print range

by adjusting left and right margins. It would have been obvious to combine the teaching of

Kaneko et al. with the method of printing disclosed by Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta for the

advantage of allowing the user more control in placement of an image on a printing medium

With respect to claims 7 and 37, Kaneko et al, discloses that the margin switches are at

the operating section of the printer.

7. Claims 8, 20 and 38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Silverbrook et al in view of Hatta, as applied to claims 1-2 and 10 above, and further in view of

Winter et al. and Shinohara et al.
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With respect to claims 8, 20 and 38, Silverbrook et al. in view ofHatta discloses a

method of printing as mentioned above except for the ability to turn off a color calibration

feature. However, Winter et al. teaches a method of printing which includes a color calibration or

a "no adjustment" option (Winter et al., col 5, lines 14-21), It would have been obvious to

combine the teaching of Winter et al. with the printing method disclosed by Silverbrook et al. in

view of Hatta for the advantage of correcting color information to produce a more accurate

image, Shinohara et al. teaches the provision of a control panel 200 on a printer for the input of

color information. It would have been obvious to combine the teaching of Shinohara et al. with

the printer disclosed by Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta and Winter et al. for the advantage of

allowing the operator to make color adjustments at the printer as they view the printing,

8. Claims 9, 19, 23-24 and 39 are rejected under 35 U,S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta, as applied to claims 1-2 and 10 above, and further in

view of Suga,

With respect to claims 9, 19 and 39, Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta discloses the

printing process as mentioned above except for the step of deactivating a "clean platen feature."

However, Suga discloses a printer that is provided with a platen-cleaning member 17 and can

operate in a platen-cleaning mode. Thus when the printer is in the normal recording mode, the

platen-cleaning mode would be disabled. It would have been obvious to combine the teaching of

Suga with the method of printing disclosed by Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta for the

advantage or maintaining the platen in a clean state so that undesired markings are not formed on

a printing medium.
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With further respect to claim 19, while it is not known if Clark discloses deactivating a

cleaning feature prior to loading the print medium, it is well-known in general to load print

medium to a printer as it is needed. There does not appear to be any criticality to the order of the

steps of loading print medium and deactivating or activating a platen cleaning step.

With respect to 23, Silverbrook et al, discloses a method of printing with a large format

printer except for the side to be printed on facing the take-up core and except for deactivating a

"clean platen" feature by using a front panel. Silverbrook et al. discloses the method including

the steps of feeding a roll paper from a feed spool 40 to a take-up spool 42 while driving the

spools with a motor and gearbox assemblies 44 (Silverbrook et al, col. 7, lines 32-39). As best

shown in Figures 12 and 26, Silverbrook et al. discloses that the supply spool rotates in a

counter-clockwise direction (Figure 12) and that the take-up spool rotates in a clockwise

direction (Figure 26). The leading edge of the paper must be advanced through the printer and

inserted into the take-up spool in order for the printer to function. Furthermore, although

Silverbrook et al does not explicitly disclose that a curl in the paper is removed by the printing

process, it is inherent that a certain amount of curl will be removed when the paper is unwound

in one direction and rewound in the opposite direction. The actual amoimt of roll-set curl

removed would depend on many factors including the type ofpaper used, and the humidity of

the environment. One of ordinary skill in the art would recognize when these factors needed to

be adjusted so that a desired amount of roll-set curl is removed. Hatta discloses a printer in

which a print head 1 is used to print on both sides of a printing medium 4 (see last sentence of

machine translation). Figures 1 and 3 of Hatta show how a take-up spool can be arranged so that

both sides are printed, thus both sides ofmedium 4 are to be printed upon and one of the sides to
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be printed on will always face the take-up core. Silverbrook et al. discloses a front panel 57 as a

user interface on the front of the large format printer. It is not known to the examiner if the

power switch is located in this position, but it would have been obvious to place the power

switch in this location since a user interface is aheady located there.

It would have been obvious to combine the teaching of Hatta with the method disclosed

by Silverbrook et al. for the advantage of printing on both sides of the printing medium, therefore

reducing the amount of printing medium needed.

Suga discloses a printer that is provided with a platen-cleaning member 17 and can

operate in a platen-cleaning mode. Thus when the printer is in the normal recording mode, the

platen-cleaning mode would be disabled. Silverbrook et al. discloses a front panel 57 as a user

interface. It would have been obvious to combine the teaching of Suga with the method of

printing disclosed by Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta for the advantage or maintaining the

platen in a clean state so that undesired markings are not formed on a printing medium. It would

have been obvious to located the "clean platen" feature control on the front panel 57 for the

advantage of allowing a user to clean the platen when it is visually noted that the platen is dirty.

With respect to claim 24, Figures 25A and 25B of Silverbrook et al. show a cutting

device used for cutting the print medium.

9. Claims 1 1 and 13-15 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta, as applied to claims 1-2 and 10 above, and fiirther in view of

Ishida.
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With respect to claim 11, Silverbrook et al, in view of Hatta discloses the claimed method

ofprinting except for the step of removing the first core and placing the first core on a spindle

for printing on a second side. However Ishida teaches a printer in which a supply roll 3 and a

take-up roll 5 are rotated in opposite directions and in which the take-up roll 5 is removed fi-om

the take-up position and put in the supply box 4 so that a second side of the print medium is

printed on (see paragraph [0008] of the machine translation of Ishida). Although Ishida does not

disclose placing the first core onto a spindle, this feature is well-known mechanical expedient for

unwinding printing medium as is shown by supply shaft 42 in Figure 4 of Silverbrook et al

With respect to claim 13, both Silverbrook et al. and Ishida disclose a printing method

which winds the material being printed on a core. While it is not known to the examiner if Ishida

reuses a core or provides an additional core in the printing of the second side or the print media,

it would have been obvious that such a core (old or new) is required.

With respect to claims 14-15, the step recited is simply a repetition ofpreviously recited

I

steps. It would have been obvious to repeat these known steps as many times as is required by

the user.

10. Claim 12 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Silverbrook et al.

in view of Hatta and Ishida as applied to claim 1 1 above, and fiirther in view ofTakayama et al.

Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta and Ishida discloses the claimed printing method

except for the step of electronically switching the order of the plot stream. However, Takayama

et al. discloses a printer that allows a user to change the orientation of an electronic image using

a control panel 28 with a template ROM 27 (Takayama et al, coL 7, lines 36-46). It would have
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been obvious to combine the teaching of Takayama et al. with the method of printing disclosed

by Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta and Ishida for the advantage or allowing a user to modify

an input image such as by trimming, enlargement, and orientation changes so that the desired

printed image is obtained.

11. Claim 25 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Silverbrook et al.

in view of Hatta and Yamada et al.

Silverbrook et al. discloses a method of printing with a large format printer except for the

side to be printed on facing the take-up core and except the step of rotating the core of the TUR

without printing. Silverbrook et al. discloses the method including the steps of feeding a roll

paper from a feed spool 40 to a take-up spool 42 while driving the spools with a motor and

gearbox assemblies 44 (Silverbrook et al., col. 7, lines 32-39). As best shown in Figures 12 and

26, Silverbrook et al. discloses that the supply spool rotates in a counter-clockwise direction

(Figure 12) and that the take-up spool rotates in a clockwise direction (Figure 26). The leading

edge of the paper must be advanced through the printer and inserted into the take-up spool in

order for the printer to function. Furthermore, although Silverbrook et al. does not explicitly

disclose that a curl in the paper is removed by the printing process, it is inherent that a certain

amount of curl will be removed when the paper is unwound in one direction and rewound in the

opposite direction. The actual amount of roll-set curl removed would depend on many factors

including the type ofpaper used, and the humidity of the environment. One of ordinary skill in

the art would recognize when these factors needed to be adjusted so that a desired amount of

roll-set curl is removed. Hatta discloses a printer in which a print head 1 is used to print on both
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sides of a printing medium 4 (see last sentence of machine translation). Figures 1 and 3 of Hatta

show how a take-up spool can be arranged so that both sides are printed, thus both sides of

medium 4 are to be printed upon and one of the sides to be printed on will always face the take-

up core.

Yamada et al. teaches winding a paper sheet 20 in a printer into a roll without printing

(see EngUsh abstract). It would have been obvious to combine the teaching ofYamada et al.

with the method disclosed by Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta for the advantage of positioning

an image printed on the inner side of a roll to the outer side of the roll for identification or

inspection purposes.

12. Claim 28 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Silverbrook et al.

in view of Hatta and Yamada et al, as appUed to claim 25 above, and further in view of Suga.

Silverbrook et al. in view of Hatta and Yamada et al. discloses the printing process as

mentioned above except for the step of deactivating a "clean platen feature." However, Suga

discloses a printer that is provided with a platen-cleaning member 17 and can operate in a platen-

cleaning mode. Thus when the printer is in the normal recording mode, the platen-cleaning

mode would be disabled. It would have been obvious to combine the teaching of Suga with the

method of printing disclosed by Silverbrook et al in view of Hatta for the advantage or

maintaining the platen in a clean state so that undesired markings are not formed on a printing

medium. Silverbrook et al. discloses a front panel 57 as a user interface on the front of the large

format printer. It would have been obvious to located the "clean platen" feature control on the
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front panel 57 for the advantage of allowing a

that the platen is dirty.

Page 12

to clean the platen when it is visually noted

Allowable Subject Matter

13. Claims 26-27, and 29-30 are allowed.

Response to Arguments

14. Applicant's arguments filed 2/4/04 have been fully considered but they are not persuasive

of any error in the above rejection.

In general, the applicant disagrees with applicant's interpretation of the machine

translation of Hatta. Attached to this action, applicant will find a formal translation English

translation of the patent to Hatta.

In response to applicant's arguments against the references individually, one cannot show

nonobviousness by attacking references individually where the rejections are based on

combinations of references. See In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208 USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981); In re

Merck c& Co., 800 F.2d 1091, 231 USPQ 375 (Fed. Cir. 1986). Silverbrook is not relied upon for

double sided printing, Hatta is brought into the combination to address this limitation.

The examiner also disagrees with appHcant's statement that, "Silverbrook does not even

recognize the problem to be solved and thus caimot provide motivation or suggestion as to

potential solutions to the problems addressed by Applicant's disclosure." Prior art references

need not address problems in applicant's disclosure nor must they explicitly address a motivation

for combining with another reference. Furthermore, the prior art reference is not required to
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explicitly state a limitation in order to meet claim language. In this case the issue ofremoving

curl in print mediimi is inherent in both the Silverbrook and Hatta references. The step of

unwinding one reel such that the inner surface becomes the outer surface on a take-up reel

inherently removes some tendency of a print medium to curl in the originally wound direction.

Both Silverbrook and Hatta teach this method of unwinding and winding and therefore both the

references inherently teach the step ofremoving curl. See MPEP §21 12.02

15. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) ofrejection presented in this

Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a).

Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS fi-om the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated fi-om the mailing date of the advisory action. Li no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this

final action.

16. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier conununications from the

examiner should be directed to Dan CoHlla whose telephone number is (571)272-2157. The

examiner can normally be reached Tues.-Fri. between 7:30 am and 6:00 pm. Faxes regarding

this application can be sent to (703)872 - 9306.
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Andrew Hirshfeld can be reached at (571)272-2168. Any inquiry of a general nature

or relating to the status of this application or proceeding should be directed to the receptionist

whose telephone number is (703)308-0956.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR, Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR
system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR
system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).

April 21, 2004
iiJan Colilla

Primary Examiner
^^t Unit 2854


